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Been there or seen there? Since most of today's interactions take place online, it’s more than likely that you
have stumbled upon it on the web. The exhibition "Illusions" takes inspiration from the interactions
between individuals, society and the media. Three artists come together to underline the artificiality of the
ideal image and the trend of seeking happiness in flat images and letters, through the use of different
materials and techniques. Through their art, they aim to challenge semantic conventions and hope to
expand the possibilities of communication.

What makes this exhibition particularly exciting is that it invites all viewers to observe how three different
artists explore similar feelings of being influenced by society. Lee Wagstaff famously uses repeating
patterns and symbols in his work, creating unique pieces through small details. His works play with optical
illusions and geometry, which captures human faces in an alienated form. Aziya’s work features women,
surrounded by different types of imagery, visualizing current trends and social media phenomena. Her
work is an ode to femininity and her roots, featuring elements from Central Asian culture and blending it
pop culture. On the other hand, Johannes Ehemann captures still life with his unique technique for which
he takes inspiration from his own life and experiences. His work is a warp of reality which allows the viewer
to get another perspective on everyday objects.

Lee Wagstaff studied at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design and the Royal College of Art in
London and Kyoto City University of Arts. He was the first Western artist to be featured in the Kobe Art
Annual in Japan.
Aziya studied Fine Arts in the SUNY Empire State College. Exploring her creativeness through many different
mediums such as music and fashion design, she has discovered painting to be her passion.
Johannes Ehemann retired from his career in ice hockey to focus on art. His self-developed technique is an
all-around eye catcher.

We will be hosting panel talks from the artists at Soho House, followed by a silent auction. To join, please sign up
using our RSVP link.
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